Tropical meridional ocean heat transport is studied in six coupled oceanatmosphere models in which atmospheric CO 2 concentration has been increased. In the Indo-Pacific, the strength of Subtropical Cells (STCs) changes in response to changes in the trade winds. However, the change is not consistent among models. In contrast, in all models the tropical Indo- 
Introduction
Meridional energy transport mediates the imbalance between incoming radiation at the top of the atmosphere and outgoing long wave radiation. In the tropics, the ocean transfers most heat poleward. Elsewhere, the atmosphere dominates, although in the North Atlantic the ocean heat transport is significant as well [Trenberth and Caron, 2001] .
Changes in poleward ocean heat transport (OHT) are often related to changes in the oceanic overturning cells. In particular, the basin-wide meridional overturning circulation (MOC) in the Atlantic may weaken in response to warming and freshening in the Arctic in response to rising greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere [Cubasch et al. 2001] .
Changes in Subtropical Cells [STCs, McCreary and Lu 1994] in response to global warming have hardly been studied, but Merryfield and Boer [2004] report a weakening of the STCs in a coupled ocean-atmosphere model. Some conceptual models indicate that energy transport changes in the ocean and atmosphere in the tropics act in concert [Held 2001] . This is based on the tight constraint between transport by the Hadley Cells and STCs, both of which are determined by momentum transfer between ocean and atmosphere. However, Hazeleger et al. [2004] showed that the gyre heat transport can compensate substantially for changes in OHT by STCs.
In contrast, radiative constraints would require that oceanic and atmospheric heat transport compensate [Bjerknes 1964 ]. However, trends in outgoing longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere indicate that in a transient climate the partitioning can change [Wielicki et al. 2002] . Here we study how tropical oceanic overturning cells and meridional OHT can change when the climate changes due to rising greenhouse gasses. Previous studies focused on seasonal to decadal time scales at which the tropical dynamics is primarily wind-driven.
Here we study long-term trends in global coupled ocean-atmosphere models. The models were run with the same external forcing but differ significantly in model formulation.
Models and experiments
Output of state-of-the-art global coupled ocean-atmosphere models are used that were compiled for the assessment of climate change by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The models that are used here have been initialized from an equilibrated state that was obtained after a spinup with atmospheric composition for the year 1850.
Subsequently atmospheric CO 2 concentration was changed by one percent per year up to quadrupling of the CO 2 concentration (after 140 years) and stabilizing afterward. Some experiments were integrated up to doubling of CO 2 concentration. The quadrupling of CO 2 experiments are used as we are looking for substantial variations in OHT. Output from six coupled models was available for analysis (see Table 1 ). Annual data have been used, except when calculating the different components of OHT for which case monthly data have been used. In some models a non-zero overturning strength at the surface reflects changes in the Bering Strait transport when the overturning strength is referenced to zero at the bottom. In those cases, a net barotropic transport correction has been applied through each basin corresponding to the net Bering Strait transport. In the Indo-Pacific, the STCs change, but the sign is not consistent among models. Surprisingly, OHT in nearly all models hardly changes, although it contains decadal variations ( Figure 1f ). The insensitivity of OHT to STC trends is found in the southern tropical
Indo-Pacific as well (not shown). Only the coarse resolution GISS-ER model shows a substantial reduction of OHT. In ocean-only models the near compensation between poleward
OHT by the Ekman-driven STCs and equatorward OHT by geostrophic horizontal flow can explain the small changes in the Pacific on decadal time scales [Hazeleger et al. 2004] .
As the GISS-ER model does not resolve boundary currents well, this compensation may not occur. In the next section we study how OHT compensation by gyres and STCs holds 
Decomposition of ocean heat transport
To discriminate between the effect of overturning cells and the horizontal gyres on meridional OHT we decompose it into:
The square brackets denote the zonal average, the * denotes deviations from the zonal mean, the primes denote deviation from the time mean, and the bar denotes the time average. All terms are zonally and vertically integrated. The last term will be ignored in this study. We follow the usual conventions to call the first term on the right hand side the overturning component and the second term the gyre component. compensation is surprising as changes in meridional temperature gradients on long time scales would result in subduction of anomalous warm water masses, affecting the static stability of the ocean column and meridional OHT [e.g. Hazeleger et al. 2001 , Bocalletti et al. 2004 .
Conclusions
By comparing different coupled models with the same greenhouse gas increase, modeled changes in tropical OHT induced by global warming were studied. Although the response of STC strength differs between models, the relation between MOC strength, STC strength and OHT is similar in most models.
In the Atlantic, STC strength hardly changes in most models and tropical OHT follows This could be a consequence of the flux corrections used in this model.
In the tropical Indo-Pacific, wind-driven mechanisms dominate the changes in OHT.
Despite changes in STC strength, the changes in OHT are relatively small due to compensation between changes in horizontal gyre heat transport and in overturning heat transport. This is surprising, as on long time scales the diabatic effects of changes in subducted water masses are expected to have an effect on tropical OHT. Apparently, the changes in temperature are rather uniform and hardly affect static stability of the ocean.
The results differ from those found by Merryfield and Boer [2004] . 
